
Programming in Haskell – Homework Assignment 5

UNIZG FER, 2015/2016

Handed out: December 27, 2015. Due: January 7, 2016 at 17:00

Note: Define each function with the exact name and the type specified. You can (and in
most cases you should) define each function using a number of simpler functions. Provide
a type signature above each function definition and comment the function above the type
signature. Unless said otherwise, a function may not cause runtime errors and must be
defined for all of its input values. Use the error function for cases in which a function
should terminate with an error message. Problems marked with a star (?) are optional.

Each problem is worth a certain number of points. The points are given at the be-
ginning of each problem or subproblem (if they are scored independently). These points
are scaled, together with a score for the in-class exercises, if any, to 10. Problems marked
with a star (?) are scored on top of the mandatory problems, before scaling. The score
is capped at 10, but this allows for a perfect score even with some problems remaining
unsolved.

1. (1 pt) Define a recursive data type Expr that represents a boolean expression. Use
the type constructors And, Or and Not to represent boolean operations and the Val

constructor to represent a boolean value. Implement the eval function that takes
an Expr and returns its evaluated Bool value.

expr = And (Or (Val True) (Not (Val True))) (Not (And (Val True)

(Val False)))

eval (Val True) ⇒ True

eval (Val False) ⇒ False

eval (Or (Val True) (Val False)) ⇒ True

eval expr ⇒ True

eval (Not expr) ⇒ False

2. (2 pts) Implement the following functions over a Tree data type defined as:
data Tree a = Leaf | Node a (Tree a) (Tree a) deriving (Eq, Show)

testTree = Node 1 (Node 2 Leaf Leaf) (Node 3 (Node 4 Leaf Leaf) Leaf)

(a) Define a function treeFilter that takes a predicate and a Tree and removes
those subtrees that do not satisfy the given predicate (with any children).

treeFilter :: (a -> Bool) -> Tree a -> Tree a

treeFilter (const True) testTree ⇒ testTree

treeFilter odd testTree ⇒ Node 1 Leaf (Node 3 Leaf Leaf)

treeFilter (<3) testTree ⇒ Node 1 (Node 2 Leaf Leaf) Leaf
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(b) Define a function levelMap that takes some binary function and applies it to
the tree. The function that is being applied takes the depth of the tree as the
first argument. The root element’s depth is 0.

levelMap :: (Int -> a -> b) -> Tree a -> Tree b

levelMap (\l x -> if odd l then x else x + 1) testTree

⇒ Node 2 (Node 2 Leaf Leaf) (Node 3 (Node 5 Leaf Leaf) Leaf)

levelMap const testTree)

⇒ Node 0 (Node 1 Leaf Leaf) (Node 1 (Node 2 Leaf Leaf) Leaf)

(c) Define a function isSubtree that takes two instances of Tree and checks
whether the first tree appears as part of the second.

isSubtree :: Eq a => Tree a -> Tree a -> Bool

isSubtree (Node 4 Leaf Leaf) testTree ⇒ True

isSubtree (Node 3 Leaf Leaf) testTree ⇒ False

isSubtree testTree testTree ⇒ True

isSubtree Leaf testTree ⇒ True

3. (2 pts) The floating point number representation only approximates real numbers.
We can demonstrate this by evaluating a common example:

ghci> sum $ replicate 10 0.1 :: Float

1.0000001

ghci> sum $ replicate 10 0.1 :: Double

0.9999999999999999

There are cases where we wish to avoid these inaccuracies, and for this purpose we
will need our own exact rational number type and its associated operations. Create
a module named Ratio (placing it in Ratio.hs) and within it define the following:

(a) The type Ratio, representing a rational number as a ratio of two Integers.
How you define the constructor(s) is up to you. Make sure the module only
exports the type Ratio, and not its constructor(s). We wish to forbid the users
of this library from tinkering with the low-level representation of our type by
calling the constructor(s) directly.

(b) The operator (%), returning a Ratio given two values convertible to Integer.
The users of this library will create Ratios using this operator, so be sure to
export it. Use whatever precedence and fixity makes sense.

(%) :: (Integral a, Integral b) => a -> b -> Ratio

(five, three, tenth) = (5 % 1, 15 % 5, 1 % 10)

2 % 0 = error "Division by zero"

(c) The instance Eq Ratio, allowing us to compare whether two Ratios are equal.
Hint: you can see all of the Eq member functions by running “:info Eq” within
ghci, and similarly for any other class.

ghci> five /= three

True

ghci> three == (3 % 1)

True
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(d) The instance Ord Ratio, allowing us to compare whether a Ratio is greater
or lesser than another. Hint: you don’t have to implement all the member
functions. For instance, simply implementing (<=) is enough, since all the
other operators can be expressed using it (and the Eq instance).

ghci> five > three

True

ghci> tenth ‘compare‘ five

LT

(e) The instance Num Ratio, defining all of the seven Num member functions. This
allows us to perform very basic arithmetic with our new type.

ghci> sum (replicate 10 tenth) == (1 % 1)

True

Additionally, once you’ve implemented the fromInteger function, GHC learns
how to create a Ratio from an Integer. This allows you to start defining the
simplest ratios by omitting the denominator. Note ten and the literal 3 in the
following example:

ghci> let ten = 10 :: Ratio

3 * 10 == (90 % 3)

True

(f) And finally, the instance Show Ratio. Make sure to show the simplest possible
form. Hint: you can simplify a ratio with the help of Prelude.gcd, which
returns the greatest common divisor of two numbers. This allows you to de-
termine, for instance, that (14 % 4) can be represented more simply by (7 %

2). You can do this just before printing, or at some other point, as long as the
simplest form is printed.

ghci> tenth

1 % 10

ghci> (five, three)

(5 % 1, 3 % 1)

4. (2 + 1 (?) pts) We know that the (++) concatenation operator can be expensive,
especially when repeated multiple times (e.g., in pretty-printing). For that reason,
you shall implement a difference list. A difference list stores the concatenation
as a computation. For that reason, all appending operations are O(1) as long as
we are working with difference lists; The only time we truly need to perform the
concatenation is when we are transforming the difference list into a list by computing
our stored concatenations.

(a) Implement a datatype DiffList that holds a concatenation computation, given
a list it will hold a function, the concatenation of that list and another list it
expects as an argument. Use record syntax to define a function undiff that
takes a list and returns the concatenation of the DiffList and that list (as a
list).

data DiffList a = { undiff :: ... }

-- assuming dl is a DiffList containing the computation [1,2]++[3]++x:

undiff dl [4] ⇒ [1,2,3,4]
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(b) Implement a function empty that constructs an empty DiffList.

empty :: DiffList a

undiff empty [] ⇒ []

undiff empty [2,3] ⇒ [2,3]

(c) Implement a function fromList that takes a list and returns a DiffList as its
concatenation computation.

fromList :: [a] -> DiffList a

undiff (fromList [1,2,3]) [4,5] ⇒ [1,2,3,4,5]

(d) Implement a function toList that takes a DiffList and returns its computa-
tion, a concatenated list.

toList :: DiffList a -> [a]

toList $ fromList xs == xs

(e) Implement a function append that takes two DiffLists and combines them
into a new DiffList. (Hint: Note that this amounts to function composition
since contents of DiffLists are functions)

append :: DiffList a -> DiffList a -> DiffList a

toList $ append dl dl ⇒ [1,2,3,1,2,3]

(f) (?) (1 pt) Declare DiffList an instance of Monoid. Monoids have to have an
associative binary operation and an identity element – that means that for the
operation op and an identity element null it will hold that x op null == null

op x == x for any x. A monoid also has to satisfy some laws (known as the
monoid laws) that are derived from this. The minimal complete definition for
a Monoid consists of two functions – mempty, that defines the identity element,
and mappend, that defines the associative binary operator.

5. (?) (3 pts) Implement a queue as a data type. It should provide the enqueue,
peek, dequeue and size functions, with the signatures provided below. The size

function must have a complexity of O(n), while the other three functions must have
an amortized complexity of O(1). This roughly means that the complexity should
be O(1) in most cases, but may occasionally be greater than that. Additionally,
provide an emptyQueue function that constructs an empty queue. Note that the
code must be pure. You cannot use IO, ST or anything similar.

data Queue a = ... deriving Show

-- | Returns an empty queue of alphas

emptyQueue :: Queue a

-- | Returns the current size of the queue,

-- | i.e. the number of enqueued elements

size :: Queue a -> Int

-- | Adds an element to the queue (FIFO)

enqueue :: Queue a -> a -> Queue a
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-- | Takes an element from the queue (FIFO)

-- | Throws an error if empty

dequeue :: Queue a -> (a, Queue a)

-- | Returns the next element of queue without

-- | removing it from the queue. Throws an error

-- | if empty

peek :: Queue a -> (a, Queue a)
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Corrections

Revision 1.1 – Change name of function from empty to emptyQueue in Task 5.
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